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The solvent is called the aqueous solution; the solute can be gas, liquid, or a solid. Acetaminophen can cause liver
damage if taken in large amounts, and death may occur. The chemical name of water is H2O, because it is one part
hydrogen and two parts oxygen. It has a suffocating odor, and fumes strongly in moist air. I base my hypothesis on the
fact that many brand and generic forms of pain relievers have different sugar coatings on them, and Ibuprofen doesn't
have very much of a coating. It was first introduced in under the name "Phenacetin," but became a widespread drug in
View My Data and Graphs Below. Mineral acids are acids such as Hydrochloric, sulfuric, and nitric acids. The
information gained from this experiment would benefit society; by informing them which pain reliever is more easily
dissolved. Place each beaker that is filled with simulated stomach acid on its own magnetic stirrer. Acetaminophen is
also sold under the name Tylenol. Water covers more than seventy percent of the Earth, although only three percent of it
is fresh water. If I were to conduct this experiment again I would have the weight of the magnets be the same, the
magnetic stirrers be at exactly the same spot on the speed dial, I would keep a better log of my experiment, I would have
more samples of my experiment, I would also make sure the liquid being used stayed at the same temperature for the
experiment. Today, aspirin is the most commonly used drug in the world, though it does have some cautions. It would
not have been possible without them. Repeat steps 10 through 18 three more times. Empty out both beakers of the
simulated stomach acid and the dissolved tablets. A common trade name for Ibuprofen is Advil. Ibuprofen has fewer
side effects than Aspirin, though Ibuprofen can cause stomach irritation, which may lead to minor stomach bleeding.
Hydrochloric acid is found close to the sight of erupting volcanoes, and is used for cleaning steel, and used to make
common plastics, such as vinyl and PVC.Apr 13, - The purpose of this experiment is to see which brand of ibuprofen
will dissolve the quickest in a human's stomach. Using three different brands of ibuprofen, I will determine which brand,
when mixed in stomach acid (lemon juice) will dissolve the fastest. I think the pill with the least amount of coating will.
Dec 12, - The data collected in this project was to determine which brand of ibuprofen dissolves the fastest in a
simulated stomach setting. The final result was that Advil was the fastest to dissolve in all three trials. Motrin was the
second fastest, while Rugby generic and CVS generic took almost two times the amount. The purpose of this experiment
was to compare the dissolution of different brands of ibuprofen tablets in. minute time In order to conduct this
experiment different brands of ibuprofen, Pharma TRUST generic ibuprofen, The results indicate that these tablets
would dissolve the fastest in the stomach, resulting in faster. The purpose of this experiment is to find out which
commonly used, over the counter painkiller dissolves the quickest in water which is at body temperature. Methods/
Repeat steps using the next brand of rubeninorchids.com steps with the remaining brands. Average the dissolution rate
for each brand. Compare brands. I had assumed that the brand name would always dissolve faster than the generic. That
is not the case. Next I was eager to try the generic ibuprofen I bought at Rite Aid. Was the Ibutab performance some
strange fluke? Wow. At one minute, you can see the generic ibuprofen already coming apart. At two minutes, the pills
is. Nov 18, - Compare different brands of a drug to find out which brands dissolve the quickest. Does the pH of the
stomach (which is The project description is really vague, but I'd suggest you try out some every day drugs like aspirin,
tylenol (acetaminophen), advil (ibuprofen). Drop it in a glass of water and see how. The purpose of this experiment was
to determine the rate of dissolution for different brands of Ibuprofen. I became interested in this idea when I had a
headache and took an Advil and I decided that it would be a good idea to see which brand would cure my headache the
fastest. The information gained from this experiment. 1) In our hypothesis, it was stated that the Advil would dissolve
the fastest. Our results showed that this prediction was incorrect. From our research, many of the common name brand
pills should dissolve the fastest, as this is what they are advertised to do. However, in reality what happened was the
opposite. We think this. Title. Which pain killer would you take to relieve your pain the fastest? Problem Scenario. The
water wouldn't stay the same temperature, therefore slowing down the dissolving process. Broad Question. What
painkillers react faster? Specific Question. Does Aleve, Tylenol, Motrin, Advil Liquid Gels or Ibuprofen dissolve faster.
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Fast acting Advil Film-Coated absorbs fast to provide quick relief for headaches, muscle aches, toothaches, back pain
and more. Its Rapid Release Formula dissolves quickly and absorbs fast to stop pain before it gets worse. In fact, nothing
is The makers of Advil do not produce store brand ibuprofen pain medicine.
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